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avtorTa sayuradRebod!

redaqciaSi statiis warmodgenisas saWiroa davicvaT Semdegi wesebi:

 1. statia unda warmoadginoT 2 calad,  rusul an inglisur enebze, dabeWdili 
standartuli furclis 1 gverdze,  3 sm siganis marcxena velisa da striqonebs 
Soris 1,5 intervalis dacviT. gamoyenebuli kompiuteruli Srifti rusul da ing-
lisurenovan teqstebSi - Times New Roman (Кириллица), xolo qarTulenovan teqstSi 
saWiroa gamoviyenoT AcadNusx. Sriftis zoma – 12. statias Tan unda axldes CD 
statiiT. 
 2. statiis moculoba ar unda Seadgendes 10 gverdze naklebs da 20 gverdze mets 
literaturis siis da reziumeebis (inglisur, rusul da qarTul enebze) CaTvliT.
 3. statiaSi saWiroa gaSuqdes: sakiTxis aqtualoba; kvlevis mizani; sakvlevi 
masala da gamoyenebuli meTodebi; miRebuli Sedegebi da maTi gansja. eqsperimen-
tuli xasiaTis statiebis warmodgenisas avtorebma unda miuTiTon saeqsperimento 
cxovelebis saxeoba da raodenoba; gautkivarebisa da daZinebis meTodebi (mwvave 
cdebis pirobebSi).
 4. statias Tan unda axldes reziume inglisur, rusul da qarTul enebze 
aranakleb naxevari gverdis moculobisa (saTauris, avtorebis, dawesebulebis 
miTiTebiT da unda Seicavdes Semdeg ganyofilebebs: mizani, masala da meTodebi, 
Sedegebi da daskvnebi; teqstualuri nawili ar unda iyos 15 striqonze naklebi) 
da sakvanZo sityvebis CamonaTvali (key words).
 5. cxrilebi saWiroa warmoadginoT nabeWdi saxiT. yvela cifruli, Sema-
jamebeli da procentuli monacemebi unda Seesabamebodes teqstSi moyvanils. 
 6. fotosuraTebi unda iyos kontrastuli; suraTebi, naxazebi, diagramebi 
- dasaTaurebuli, danomrili da saTanado adgilas Casmuli. rentgenogramebis 
fotoaslebi warmoadgineT pozitiuri gamosaxulebiT tiff formatSi. mikrofoto-
suraTebis warwerebSi saWiroa miuTiToT okularis an obieqtivis saSualebiT 
gadidebis xarisxi, anaTalebis SeRebvis an impregnaciis meTodi da aRniSnoT su-
raTis zeda da qveda nawilebi.
 7. samamulo avtorebis gvarebi statiaSi aRiniSneba inicialebis TandarTviT, 
ucxourisa – ucxouri transkripciiT.
 8. statias Tan unda axldes avtoris mier gamoyenebuli samamulo da ucxo-
uri Sromebis bibliografiuli sia (bolo 5-8 wlis siRrmiT). anbanuri wyobiT 
warmodgenil bibliografiul siaSi miuTiTeT jer samamulo, Semdeg ucxoeli 
avtorebi (gvari, inicialebi, statiis saTauri, Jurnalis dasaxeleba, gamocemis 
adgili, weli, Jurnalis #, pirveli da bolo gverdebi). monografiis SemTxvevaSi 
miuTiTeT gamocemis weli, adgili da gverdebis saerTo raodenoba. teqstSi 
kvadratul fCxilebSi unda miuTiToT avtoris Sesabamisi N literaturis siis 
mixedviT. mizanSewonilia, rom citirebuli wyaroebis umetesi nawili iyos 5-6 
wlis siRrmis.
 9. statias Tan unda axldes: a) dawesebulebis an samecniero xelmZRvane-
lis wardgineba, damowmebuli xelmoweriTa da beWdiT; b) dargis specialistis 
damowmebuli recenzia, romelSic miTiTebuli iqneba sakiTxis aqtualoba, masalis 
sakmaoba, meTodis sandooba, Sedegebis samecniero-praqtikuli mniSvneloba.
 10. statiis bolos saWiroa yvela avtoris xelmowera, romelTa raodenoba 
ar unda aRematebodes 5-s.
 11. redaqcia itovebs uflebas Seasworos statia. teqstze muSaoba da Se-
jereba xdeba saavtoro originalis mixedviT.
 12. dauSvebelia redaqciaSi iseTi statiis wardgena, romelic dasabeWdad 
wardgenili iyo sxva redaqciaSi an gamoqveynebuli iyo sxva gamocemebSi.

aRniSnuli wesebis darRvevis SemTxvevaSi statiebi ar ganixileba.
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Abstract.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is making waves in dentistry, with 

applications in predicting dental implant success. AI models 
analyze patient data (X-rays, medical history) to identify factors 
influencing implant viability. The aim is to identify existing 
research on the use of AI-based predictive models in dental 
implants.

The following databases were searched: Web of Science, 
Scopus, Google Scholar, PubMed, and Cochrane Library, using 
the keywords “Artificial Intelligence,” “Dentistry,” “Implant,” 
and “Success.” The studies were reviewed qualitatively, as 
quantitative analysis was not feasible due to the lack of specific 
outcomes and the insufficient number of studies for comparison.

Technology has presented dental implantology with many 
opportunities, and it is through artificial intelligence that it 
is advancing. AI is being applied to detect potential implant 
failure patients, prognosis osseointegration, improve implant 
design, and master planning and also for data analysis to predict 
early complications.

Decision trees, random forests, Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN), and Deep Learning (DL) improve diagnostics and 
treatment planning and introduce a powerful predictive model 
for a successful implant.

Key words. Artificial intelligence, dentistry, implant, success, 
deep learning, artificial neural networks, predictive modeling, 
data analysis.
Introduction.

Dental implants are one of the latest technologies in today’s 
dentistry practice which presents here as a more permanent 
and effective way of replacing teeth compared to conventional 
methods such as dentures and bridges [1]. They include 
functionality, aesthetic qualities under dental treatments, 
and overall hygiene of the oral cavity. The roots of dental 
implants can be traced back to thousand years BC when few 
civilized societies practiced tooth restoration through dental 
implants [2,3]. In the modern era, the introduction of dental 
implants was pioneered during mid-20th century when a 
Swedish orthopedic surgeon named Per-Ingvar Brånemark 
began his research in this field [4]. A dental implant typically 
comprises three main components: Fixture: an implant fixture 
considered biocompatible such as titanium or zirconia; 
Abutment: a connector between the fixture and the prosthetic 
crown; Prosthetic crown: the final piece that give the look and 
function of a natural tooth. The implant fixture is fitted in the 
jaw which forms a secure connection with the natural bone of 

the patient in 3-4 months of implanting. The abutment is then 
fixed to the fixture, and the prosthetic crown is made to mimic 
the look of the regular teeth. It is essential to categorize dental 
implants according to configuration, position, and usage; the 
common type of dental implant is endosteal, which is directly 
fixed to the bone of the jaw in the forms of screws as well as 
cylinders among others. Subperiosteal implants placed beneath 
the mucosa but on top of the implants are more appropriate for 
those patients with little bone foundation [4,5].

Fortunately, one can consider the field of artificial intelligence 
(AI) as a promising area for enhancement of the implant 
success rate prediction. When applied to extensive data sets, AI 
methodologies allow for the accurate recognition of multiple 
factors that may affect implant outcomes [6,7]. It has the 
potential to transform the approach of the dentists towards the 
implants which will in turn enhance patient care eventually. 
The following review seeks to identify existing research on 
the use of AI-based predictive models in dental implants. and 
it discusses the various kinds of data adopted, the various AI 
techniques utilized, and the effectiveness of these models in 
estimating implant outcomes. We will also review the possible 
advantages and disadvantages of applying AI technology in this 
aspect; and point out the future trends and possible implications 
to the practice of implant dentistry.
Research Problem.

Despite years of previous findings related to different 
aspects that affect implant success, conventional approaches 
to prediction are insufficient in modelling the relationships 
between these variables. AI provides higher accuracy and 
individualised customer solutions, yet poses questions regarding 
data relevance, compatibility issues and ethical issues.
Research focus.

Introducing artificial neural networks, convolutional neural 
networks, recurrent neural networks, regression algorithms, 
support vector regression, and NLP for dental implantology. 
Examining the data and decision-making process for computing 
patients’ specific characteristics and developing patient-specific 
risk profiles.
Objectives.

This study will seek to determine the potential of AI to assist 
in the estimation of implant success, as well as augment pre-
surgical planning and such important intraoperative choices 
as the determination of implant position based on estimated 
success probabilities and the post-implant monitoring.
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Research Question.
How effective are various artificial intelligence (AI) techniques 

in predicting the success and longevity of dental implants based 
on patient-specific factors and clinical data?

Advanced deep learning methodologies such as convolutional 
neural networks (CNNs) demonstrate higher accuracy in 
classifying the success of dental implants based on detailed 
CBCT imaging data. AI models are considered reliable when 
trained with diverse and high-quality data. The random forest 
model, which combines multiple decision trees, is typically 
more reliable than a single decision tree because it is less prone 
to overfitting. However, there are several limitations associated 
with their use. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and deep 
learning (DL), despite their substantial predictive capabilities, 
require a large amount of data, are computationally intensive, 
and can be challenging to implement in clinical practice. In 
contrast, decision trees and random forests, though slightly less 
precise, are quicker and simpler to deploy.
Literature Review.
Applications of AI in Dentistry:

Diagnostic Tools: It is widely apparent that the incorporation 
of AI in healthcare leads to improved diagnostic capabilities, 
planning, and prognostication in a variety of fields, including 
dentistry. Apps like machine learning (ML), deep learning 
(DL), and neural networks (NN) as tools have development 
capabilities that can revolutionise dental practice. More often, 
technological solutions like AI-based diagnostic tools are 
being implemented in dental practices. They make use of big 
patient data and complex computations algorithms in order to 
enhance the efficiency and preciseness of dental diagnoses. The 
performance of images based on radiography is one of the main 
uses that AI applies in its diagnosis. Using traditional methods 
on the other hand can be so time-consuming and also have 
chances of interposing errors. These visuals can be analyzed 
with such a level of detail using AI, especially the convolutional 
neural networks (CNNs) to diagnose various diseases including 
cavities, periodontal disease, and even precursors of oral cancer 
[8,9]. For example, diagnosing caries, with the help of patterns 
that are invisible to the human eye irrespective of the dental 
radiographs. The research also recommends that automatically 
extracted features can perform as well as or better than human 
operators in differentiating between caries and non-caries as 
well as distinguishing between healthy teeth and teeth with 
other pathoses. AI can also help in the identification of oral 
cancer by examining the relevant images as well as patient data 
in order to detect possible cases and treat them accordingly at an 
earlier stage [10-12].

Another important area of its application is diagnostics in 
orthopedics, here the possibilities of artificial intelligence are 
huge. Software applications based on AI capabilities facilitate 
analyses of cephalometric radiographs and 3D scans that 
can help diagnose having skeletal and dental issues related 
to malocclusion and other orthodontic problems. Besides 
improving the diagnostic outcome, this also cuts short the 
time spent in the analysis of the same, thereby availing the 
orthodontists more time with the patients [13,14].

Predictions of Implant Success Using of AI.
Image Analysis and Treatment Planning: CBCT scans and 

intraoral images are used for accessing the quality and quantity 
of bone tissue, identification of specific anatomical structures, 
detection of the most suitable implantation zones. thus, enabling 
treatment planning and also helping to minimize postoperative 
complications such as implant failure by mimicking implants 
and assessing bone density respectively [15,16].

AI models determine the chances of implant success by 
analyzing patient attributes, systematic diseases, smoking status 
and oral hygiene. In enabling the identification of risk factors 
that contribute to implant failure, AI supports the decisions 
of clinicians as well as the effectiveness of the treatment 
provided [17]. The use of the smart monitoring system during 
implant placement enables patient- specific monitoring of 
implant stability and osseointegration over the time. Here it is 
demonstrated how AI increases long-term implant success and 
patient satisfaction by indicating signs of complications, such as 
peri-implantitis, or implant mobility [18,19].
Treatment Planning.

Another vital application of artificial intelligence in dentistry 
is also in helping to improve treatment planning. Individualized 
treatment management is critical in enhancing the effectiveness 
of dental care treatments and applying AI will be valuable in 
developing such personalized particular management process 
[20,21]. Using patient’s electronic health information, such as 
patient history, genetic profile and Imaging data AI will help 
dentists to devise individual interventions [22,23]. In restorative 
dentistry, AI may assist in identifying ideal prosthetic abutment 
sites or support surfaces, dental crown and bridge design, and 
indirect denture framework design. Automating prosthetic using 
the CAD/CAM system connected with AI facilitates production 
of proficient models for prosthetic devices leading to proper 
fitting and enhanced functionality [24,25]. Modern algorithms 
can evaluate the patient’s dental condition and approximate 
the impact of all possible treatments on it; that is why, dentists 
can choose the most appropriate treatment strategy. There are 
many therapeutic specializations in the dental field, and one of 
the most impacted by AI’s contribution to treatment planning 
is orthodontics. Machine learning can be used to compute for 
tooth positions and the effects of orthodontic interventions 
including brace and clear aligner treatment plans. These models 
allow the orthodontists to predict the likely gains which would 
occur after executing the treatments to come up with the best 
decisions on the right treatments to administer. For instance, 
AI may provide insights into how teeth will shift over time in 
reaction to orthodontic forces; ways by which treatment plans 
could be designed to cover minimal time and make the patient 
as comfortable as possible [26,27].

In implantology, artificial intelligence will play a big role in 
helping in planning of dental implants. Another advantage that 
applies AI techniques is the ability to determine ideal implant 
locations using 3D images of the jawbone, with all important 
criteria considered, including density and shapes. This precision 
minimizes the chances of a certain number of complications and 
enhances the generality of success rates of implant surgeries.
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Predictive Modeling.
One of the most beneficial uses of AI is promoting predictive 

modelling in dental practices. It involves applying AI algorithms 
to make predictions about the effects of different dental 
care actions. Specifically, rich patient databases containing 
demographics and clinical data as well as treatment histories can 
be analyzed to find out success factors in a particular treatment 
method and possible complicating factors [28].

In dentistry, one of the key circumstances, that can be identified 
and analyzed by application of predictive modelling, is the 
prognosis of dental implants. The success of dental implants has 
been reported to have several factors that include the health of 
the patient, the bone quality, and the manner in which the surgery 
is done. These aspects can be assessed by AI to differentiate 
probabilities of success or failure rates of implants to guide 
dental practitioners regarding the most appropriate treatments 
[29]. For instance, using machine learning, one can use the 
patient data to determine chances of peri-implantitis or other 
issues arising from implantation. Such information can assist 
dentists in identifying and recommending the right candidates 
for implant operations and adopting various measures that can 
boost the efficacy of the measures [30]. 

In orthodontics, in particular, it is useful when it comes to 
establishing prognoses since it may predict the consequences of 
various therapies. Another benefit of using artificial intelligence 
at some point in a patient’s treatment is that AI has capabilities 
of analyzing past patients and outcomes to determine how a 
specific patient’s teeth are likely to respond to certain treatments. 
Through this capability, orthodontists are able to decide on the 
right tactics to use in order to successfully treat their patients and 
to manage their patients’ expectations according to the length 
of time as well as the results that are achievable. Deductive 
models in periodontics include the application of the AI system 
to diagnose and determine the likelihood of periodontal disease 
progression [31]. By identifying patterns in data on the patient’s 
oral health practices, ancestry, and clinical data, the AI can screen 
which individuals are at a potentially higher risk of developing 
severe periodontal diseases. Such data assist dentists in putting 
into practice specific preventive measures and early detection 
procedures that, if put into practice, may help in lessening the 
frequency and aggressiveness of periodontal diseases.

AI techniques employed in predictive modelling for dental 
implant success.

This section explores some of the most common AI techniques 
employed in predictive modelling for dental implant success, 
highlighting their strengths and limitations (Table 1). Decision 
trees are an essential form of ML technique that is very popular 
due to its feature of being very easy to interpret and works 
effectively with different data types of data. They function in 
a manner where every node is an individual decision-making 
process corresponding to one feature of the data. This next 
model then goes through the tree decision by decision to the 
next node depending on the data point of an input until the 
output is reached which is a predicted class represented by the 
leaf node [32]. A tree structure can effectively represent the flow 
of decisions and the various factors that influence predictions, 
making it easier to understand compared to other structures. 
For example, data used can include population and patient 
demographics, medical history, and radiographic data, all of 
which the decision tree can process adequately. By analyzing 
the decision path, it is possible to identify the variables that 
drive the prediction process and focus on a specific set of 
activities. Decision trees have an induction mechanism that 
is very sensitive to the training data and may not generalize 
well from the training data to unseen data. This sensitivity can 
lead to reduced accuracy in complex scenarios. Decision trees 
might not perfectly capture all the intricacies of highly complex 
situations involving several interdependent variables, which can 
slightly affect the accuracy of the results in such cases.

Decision trees might not perfectly capture all the intricacies 
of a highly complex situation involving several interdependent 
variables for input, and therefore the accuracy of the result 
might be slightly affected in such cases. Random forests are 
an advanced technique of using decision trees where multiple 
decision trees are formed at random to enhance accuracy and 
reliability. Every tree in the forest is learned on a randomized 
portion of the data and with fewer features at random. The 
last stage is the formation of the forecast by combining all the 
forecasts from the trees, and this results in a more accurate 
model that does not overfit the original decision trees [33]. 
Random forests improve accuracy significantly. They are 

AI Technique Description Advantages Limitations

Decision Trees
A simple and interpretable ML technique where each 
node represents a decision based on one feature, leading 
to a predicted outcome at the leaf node.

- Easy to understand and interpret  
- Handles both categorical and 
numerical data  
 - Can identify important features

- Prone to overfitting  
- Limited accuracy in complex 
scenarios

Random Forests
An ensemble method that builds multiple decision trees 
on random subsets of data and combines their outputs to 
improve accuracy and reduce overfitting.

- Improved accuracy  
- Reduced overfitting - Handles 
missing data

- Black box nature 
- Computational cost

Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANNs)

Advanced learning algorithms inspired by the human 
brain, consisting of interconnected nodes (neurons) that 
process inputs, learn patterns, and output predictions.

- High accuracy  
- Ability to learn non-linear 
relationships  
- Can handle large datasets

- Black box nature 
- Requires large datasets  
- Computational cost

Deep Learning
A subset of ML involving deep neural networks (DNNs) 
with multiple hidden layers, capable of learning complex 
patterns and high-level data representations.

- State-of-the-art accuracy - 
Ability to learn complex features  
- Does not require feature 
engineering

- Requires even larger datasets  
- Increased computational cost  
- Black box nature

Table 1. Shows AI techniques employed in predictive modelling for dental implant success.
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similar to decision trees but use several different trees to enhance 
decision-making, especially in complicated cases. They reduce 
overfitting because the random process of constructing training 
examples prevents overfitting to training data and enhances the 
ability to generalize to new, unknown data. Random forests also 
handle missing data effectively. They do not impose restraints 
on missing data points, as missing data points are managed using 
the information gathered from other trees in the same ensemble. 
Although the decision type for each tree is understandable, 
the textual outcome of multiple trees poses a problem as it is 
challenging to decipher the meaning of the overall tree. The 
training and application of random forest algorithms may also 
be time-consuming due to factors such as the size of the data set.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a class of advanced 
learning algorithms whose structure and function clearly 
reminisce about the human brain. They are composed of 
numerous nodes (neurons), where each node receives signals 
as inputs from other nodes, calculates a simple function, and 
sends the result as output to other layers of nodes. This process 
enables ANNs to learn and perform modifications based on 
various aspects of data [34]. The structure of ANNs ensures that 
they can accurately predict results in systems marked by a high 
level of interdependency, making them suitable for predicting 
the success of dental implants. While linear models are limited, 
ANNs can map non-linear relationships of any degree of 
complexity due to the nature and architecture of the network. 
Machine learning enables ANNs to process large volumes of 
data at a time, thereby yielding a strong capacity for processing 
extensive datasets in dental implant studies. 

Like other methods, such as random forests, ANNs have some 
limitations, especially regarding the interpretation of internal 
structures and the interconnections between neurons. In many 
cases, learning effective ANNs might take some time and require 
substantial data, which can sometimes be lacking in the field 
of dental implantology. A disadvantage of training and using 
ANNs is that it can be a time-consuming, all-encompassing 
process that must be performed with the use of additional 
equipment and software.

Deep Learning.
Deep learning is a branch of ML that employs artificial neural 

networks containing one or several hidden layers which are 
termed Deep Neural Networks (DNN). Such networks can learn 
factorial representations, which means that they can model high-
level structures of data and capture patterns and dependencies 
that other models cannot account for [35]. Convolutional 
Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks have seen 
considerable leeway for applications in image recognition and 
natural language processing. This potential renders this method 
capable of yielding better results for forecasting the success of 
dental implantations.

Unlike other machine learning algorithms, deep learning 
algorithms do not require feature engineering; the models 
learn the features from scratch, which is less computationally 
expensive and less likely to involve human bias. The problems, 
which are even larger than typical ANNs, are common issues in 
training deep learning models and may present a challenge in 
dental implant studies. Training and using deep learning models 
are computationally intensive tasks that include constraints 
on specific hardware and software, which is still hard for less 
developed research teams. It is similar to ANNs and other deep 
learning systems where it can be difficult to understand the 
workings and calculations made by the network (Figure 1).
Comparative Analysis of AI Techniques in Predictive 
Modeling for Dental Implant Success.

It is also important to compare various AI techniques like 
decision trees, random forest, ANN and DL, and it was found 
that each of these models has own paradigm of performances 
related to accuracy, reliability and computational time. Decision 
trees are somewhat intuitive and can be applied to different types 
of data but suffer from high risk of overfitting and certain levels 
of complexity. Random forests are capable of enhancing the 
accuracy and decreasing overfitting by utilizing a set of trees, 
which can be time-consuming and not as easy to understand 
as decision trees. ANNs have high precision and are useful 
in predicting patterns with non-linear characteristics, which 
is relevant to dental implant success. However, they demand 
massive data and lots of processing power. ANNs with deep 

Figure 1. Dental implant success detection using faster R-CNN [36].
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learning structures are particularly adept at processing facetted 
features and deliver the best accuracy especially in image 
recognition. However, DL models require even more data and 
computational resources, and understanding them is challenging 
due to their black-box attribute. Therefore, despite ANNs and 
DL, possessing high accuracy as compared to decision trees 
and random forests, their use consumes more computational 
resources [36,37]. Another meta-analysis focused on the 
efficiency of applying AI algorithms in dental implant planning 
and more specifically, in identifying edentulous areas and 
measuring bone thickness. 

A total of 12 papers were included in the review, which used 
cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) images for implant 
planning employing AI application. This study of both series of 
data taken together revealed accuracy of 96% in positioning of 
mandible and 83% in maxilla. Out of all the studies, eight were 
classified as having a low risk of bias; two studies were classified 
as having some concerns for risk of bias; and the remaining 
two studies constituted high risk of bias. The study outcome 
shows that deep learning-based AI models have high success in 
segmenting edentulous zones and estimating the bone volume 
for dental implants using CBCT images. Nevertheless, to 
enhance the reliability of the findings using the identified design 
frameworks, it is necessary to perform more extensive studies 
that would have higher external validity and transferability [38].
Applications of AI in Dental Implant Success Prediction.

This section explores the diverse applications of AI in 
predicting the success of dental implant procedures.
Identifying Risk Factors for Implant Failure.

There is no doubt that the use of artificial intelligence 
technologies holds a lot of promise for implant dentistry, 
particularly for the early identification of patients who are at high 
risk of implant failure. Patient information such as demographics, 
medical conditions, X-rays, and surgery characteristics actively 
fed into an AI model can reveal relationships and correlations 
that may be hidden from doctors. The information so obtained 
can be utilized for developing customized care strategies, and 
using various preventive interventions, and enhancing the 
general prognosis [35]. AI research shows that this approach can 
help in the detection of the various other significant predictors of 
implant failure. For example, Zhang et al. [35] found that the deep 
learning model utilized features from periapical and panoramic 
images to accurately forecast implant failures, potentially aiding in 
early clinical interventions for possible dental implant issues. In the 
potentiality of becoming a risk assessment model that includes both 
clinical and radiographic data, the model took into consideration 
both the clinical assessment and x-ray report as a foundation to 
analyze the given case study’s outcome claim [39,40].
Predicting the Likelihood of Osseointegration.

Thus, osseointegration is an important factor for the long-term 
stability of the implant since the implant must bond directly with 
the bone. Currently, to evaluate osseointegration two common 
methods are used clinically, by analysis and x-rays which may be 
subjective and have some drawbacks. AI provides a much more 
feasible solution in estimating the degree of osseointegration 
with the help of multiple factors of sample data [41].

Research Methodology.
This is a methodologically conducted narrative review to 

evaluate the implementation of artificial intelligence (AI) in 
predictive modelling for dental implant osseointegration. The 
review presents an analysis of the current literature on this 
subject, discussing some of the most important outcomes, 
methods and conclusions.
General Background.

The first section briefly outlines the setting of the work 
focusing on the use of dental implants in the contemporary 
practice of dentistry and on the possibility to apply artificial 
intelligence to improve the prognosis models of implant 
outcomes. It responds to the issues that are usually encountered 
when using the conventional methods of assessing the outcomes 
of implantation and emerging approaches [42].
Research Design.

Following a systematic review method, the present review 
aims at presenting the literature concerning the use of AI in 
dental implantology. Specific methodological features include 
the priority of the methods for predicting the outcomes of such 
implants and measuring their success.
Participants.

The subjects of this review are the scholarly articles recorded 
in peer-reviewed nine journals focusing on the application of 
AI in predicting success of dental implants. The former refers 
to the studies that focus on the performance of AI algorithms 
in terms of accuracy, reliability and their clinical usability in 
implant planning and prognosis.
Interventions/Variables.

Specifically, the present review concerns AI-based diagnostic 
tools as well as predictive modeling methods applied in the 
context of dental implant planning. Such variables include 
patient’s attributes, imaging techniques and AI models as well 
as results concerning implant survival rates.
Selection Criteria.

The articles chosen for the review must satisfy certain 
conditions, such as the focus on the topic, the source in scientific 
journals, and the possibility of accessing full texts. Some of the 
reasons for exclusion may be non-peer-reviewed materials, 
articles in languages other than English, and articles with 
inadequate data and/or unclear methodology.
Data Collection.

Techniques of data collection include online database search by 
identifying key databases including but not limited to SCOPUS, 
Google Scholar and Research Gate. The search is done for 
articles which were published within a given period of time, 
time which usually ranges from when the various databases 
were created up to the current time. The search terms and 
keywords combined Boolean operators (AND, OR) for optimal 
results and included "Artificial Intelligence," "AI," "Machine 
Learning," "ML," "Deep Learning," "DL," "Neural Networks," 
"NN," "Predictive Modeling," "Predictive Models," "Dental 
Implants," "Implant Dentistry," "Implant Success," "Implant 
Failure," "Cone Beam Computed Tomography," "CBCT," "Oral 
Health," "Dental Radiographs," and "Dental Imaging."
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Tools and Procedures.
The systematic approach of the review means that the records 

are identified using a set of search terms in the databases and the 
inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria are applied. Contents 
involve the essential information of the study like objectives 
of the study, methodology to be used, number of participants, 
AI techniques used, and results. Data analysis encompasses the 
process of sorting, integrating, and synthesizing data, making 
classifications and researching connections and relationships.
Data Analysis.

Data analysis techniques include qualitative integration 
where studies are grouped according to their methodologies 
and findings; cross-study summative integration where 
results are generalized across different studies; and prediction 
algorithms where regression models that can predict outcomes 
for subsequent studies are developed. It is possible to use 
the statistical measures to determine the extent to which the 
AI models in question are accurate in their outcomes and 
dependable.
Comparative and Prospective Analysis.

Such criteria for the comparative analysis are the ability to 
compare the performance of various AI techniques: precision, 
dependability, and computational complexity. Future studies 
entail the assessment of the continued advancement and 
future developments in AI applications specifically for dental 
implantology.
Ethical Considerations.

Since this is a review of literature, there is no sampling, data 
collection, or intent to alter the current practices; therefore, the 
issue of ethical approvals does not arise in this work. Sources 
are cited to avoid information leakage and strict adherence to 
legal provision on copyright.
Limitations.

Limitations and biases of the selected studies can be another 
limitation, such that the compared methodologies may differ 
significantly across the examined studies, and inherent 
limitations in AI algorithms may also be present. Ways through 
which these limitations can be addressed include conducting 
sensitivity analyses, carrying out subgroup analyses, and 
conducting studies to validate the results.
Results.

A systematic search employing a specific search strategy 
yielded 500 articles initially. Subsequent screening based on 
titles and abstracts narrowed down the selection to 100 articles 
for full-text evaluation. Upon thorough assessment, 30 articles 

were deemed relevant and subsequently utilized to inform and 
construct this review. (Figures 2 and 3).

Various researches have highlighted AI’s significant impact 
on the health field including diagnosis of diseases and correct 
treatment recommendations. Thus, in dentistry, there is always 
the need to create new ways of enhancing the quality of a patient’s 
care and the speed of service delivery. AI can improve dentistry 
through innovations such as early diagnosis and estimating 
the requirements for dental implants. Alharbi et al [33] aim 
to develop four new machine learning algorithms: Bayesian 
network, random forest, AdaBoost, and the new improved 
AdaBoost algorithms to predict the potential time a patient 
will need dental implants. This paper shows that the proposed 
algorithms can accurately predict the likelihood of patients 
requiring dental implants, guidelines that are useful to managers 
and administrators in the identification of patients with specific 
diagnoses. The above analysis suggests that all the developed 
machine learning models are effective with the enhanced 
AdaBoost model giving a prediction accuracy of 91.7% this was 
higher than the other methods by a large margin. This shows 
that the improved AdaBoost algorithm yields higher prediction 
ability; this could revolutionize predictive modelling in dental 
implantology. Another study [28] seeks to explore the possibility 
of predicting the likelihood of dental implant loss through the 
application of DL algorithms with the aid of preoperative CBCT 
images. 279 high-risk patients lost an implant within five years, 
and 324 low-risk patients who did not lose an implant in total, 
603 patients who had implant surgery between January 2012 
and January 2020 are selected in this study. Three predictive 
models were developed: A logistic regression CM based on 
clinical features; A DL model based on radiographic features; 
and an integrated model comprising both, the CM and the DL 
model. The ability of the models was evaluated using the area 
under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). This 
study also evaluated the time to implant loss between the two 
groups, and Ma-titude of Kaplan-Meier curves with log-rank 
examination. When comparing the measures of performance 
across the three models, the IM yielded the highest value for 
AUC of 0.90 (95% CI 0.84-0.95), while the DL model had the 
next best AUC of 0.87 (95% CI 0.80-0.92). Therefore, it is 
concluded that the DL model and the integrated model could 
predict the dental implant loss within five years equally well 
and offer clinical benefits for implant dentists to evaluate the 
preoperative risks. Implant dentistry was greatly improved with 
AI technologies. Altalhi et al [6] focuses on the use of the AI 
in implant dentistry and shows its advantages in diagnosis, 
treatment and prognosis variables concerning patient status. The 

Figure 2. Distribution of Articles Identified in Different Databases.
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use of Artificial Intelligence image analysis in combination with 
deep learning algorithms enhance the accuracy of the implant 
placement, reduce the risk factors inherent of the operation, 
and also enhance the aesthetic look of the person. Furthermore, 
data analytics through AI augments outcomes while dictating 
specific treatment plans based on each patient, leading to 
improved success rates. Recently, Effective implementation of 
implant dentistry which constitutes an integral part of future 
oral healthcare is expected due to the development of artificial 
intelligence.
Discussion.

This review aims to discuss the role of AI in dental implantology 
with a focus on predictive modelling for implant success rates. 
AI, specifically ML and DL improve diagnosis, treatment, 
and prognosis in dental practice. AI enhances the accuracy of 
early diagnosis of dental implant failure and the determination 
of its success rate through analyzing patient information and 
radiologic images. AI-based diagnostic tools for dental diseases 
such as caries and periodontitis are more effective than non-AI 
methods. In treatment planning, it helps to develop an individual 
treatment plan and place implants in the best possible way. 
Machine learning techniques are used to analyze the likelihood 
of implant failure and estimate treatment prognosis. The review 
emphasizes the analysis of multiple machine-learning methods 
for screening dental implant requirements and outcomes. One of 
the studies reviewed revealed that an integrated clinical feature 
and DL model produced the highest accuracy. In the modern 
world, technology especially in the application of artificial 

intelligence is set to transform dental practice with better patient 
care as well as efficient oral health care.

There is quite a scarcity in the literature on this topic with 
only one or two articles and minimal or in some cases no 
follow-up. Unfortunately, only two randomised clinical trials 
were identified on the prediction of treatment outcomes in 
implantology, and no systematic review, meta-analysis or 
comparative study has been published. The statistical factors 
of the patients, as described in the research by Lyakhov et al. 
[34], were used to develop a neural network model to predict 
survival rates of single dental implants. From the case histories 
as well as the clinical condition of the patient, the outline of 
their database was created. Their model observed a high success 
percentage of 94 %. With single implant survival, the success 
rate was 48%. They, however, said that this model cannot stand 
alone or be used exclusively for decision-making, but it can be 
of great use to the clinician as a diagnostic tool when it comes 
to implantology.

In their study, Oh et al. found that AI outcomes with plain 
radiographs can predict the osteointegration of dental implants 
to some degree and can enhance other ways osseointegration 
determination methods [43]. In the previous section, seven 
different DL models made comparisons of two sets of implants: 
One set was immediately placed while the others were only 
radiographed after osteointegration. Cha et al have employed an 
ML approach as a tool to assess the degree of peri implant bone 
loss from the images from periapical radiography [44]. Still, as 
they presupposed that the model might help clinicians in the 
diagnosis and classification of peri-implantitis they failed to 

Figure 3. PRISMA flow diagram of our literature search.
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establish statistically significant differences between the current 
bone loss level assessed by the dentists and the AI model.

There are documented articles in the literature that have done 
the prediction of implant loss using neural networks. Huang 
et al. have suggested that by using the predictive model being 
developed by AI it is possible to predict the implant fate within 
the next five years as this will help dentists recognize high-risk 
patients and adjust the treatment plan accordingly [28]. Three 
models: a clinical model, a DL-based radiographic model, and 
an integrated model integrate both the clinical and radiological 
deep learning model to predict five-year implant loss risk. A 
factor that made the integrated model have the best prediction 
rate was the five-year implant loss risk. Another study by Zhang 
et al created a DL model for predicting implant loss using 
periapical and panoramic films [35]. The cross-sectional area of 
the implant and per-implant alveolar bone loss was evaluated, 
and the predictive probability was found to be 87%. These 
findings were in line with Huang et al. where the model helps 
clinicians to decide effectively on implant loss since the model 
accurately predicted the risk. More clinical trials with extended 
periods seen with the implant and more brands are necessary 
before fully adopting AI into clinical practice [28].

Transitioning from relativity simple models, there are artificial 
neural networks (ANNs), which prove very useful in modeling 
dependencies between numerous patient characteristics. 
Machine learning also confirms that ANNs are useful for 
predicting the outcomes of implants with regards to any factor 
that can be measured. But that comes with a catch—generating 
them can be resource-intensive and needs large data sets which 
is not feasible in clinical practice. On this front, deep learning 
(DL) models, especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs), 
have now become front-runners to achieve optimum levels of 
accuracy. Using the particular images derived from CBCT, 
DL models provide increased accuracy in marked anatomical 
regions and successful implant outcome prediction [45].

It seems that there are necessary trade-offs between the 
accuracy of AI technologies, their interpretability, and the 
ability to complete computations in a timely manner. Decision 
trees and random forests are simple and fast, thus can be applied 
for the first step of screening and as a measure of the potential 
risk. On the other hand, ANNs and DL models provide better 
accuracy rates, but they call for a lot of computational power 
and sometimes, their outputs may not be easily explained for 
clinical use [46].
Limitation.

The major drawback of our study is that it is an overview in the 
form of a narrative review covering majority of observational 
studies. The data from the summarized trials is apportioned 
into paragraphs and compared to each other without being 
pooled together. Therefore, true objectivity and subjects 
combined as one are impossible. A narrative review is the 
most recent publication that presents a complete roundup of the 
published evidence. Such a case can be also used for a complete 
examination of evidence. Since it fully disregards the hypothesis 
with which it is in disagreement, it does not guarantee that what 
is now believed to be true is true.

Conclusion.
Decision trees, random forests, Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANN), and Deep Learning (DL) improve diagnostics and 
treatment planning and introduce a powerful predictive model. 
These advancements favor better patient health and better 
efficiency in the delivery of oral health care. Thus, the further 
development of AI will help to bring advances in the field of 
dental practice and provide the patient with better outcomes, 
based on data analysis, that will undoubtedly increase the rates 
of successful implants. The consideration of utilizing artificial 
intelligence in dentistry is a step towards a future of enhanced 
efficient and accurate dental practice.
Recommendation and Future Research.

The future development of AI applications in the dental 
implantology is worthy to continue the principal focus of 
interdisciplinary cooperation involving dental practitioners, AI 
scientists, and software engineers. This paper has suggested 
several areas that warrant further research in the future, with 
the foremost one being related to improving the interpretability 
and transparency of the AI models to increase the confidence 
of clinicians in the models. In an era where both the size and 
heterogeneity of patient populations have increased, it is crucial 
to consider the methods of data sharing for the creation of robust 
cross-patient predictive models, with due regard to patient’s 
data protection. However, considering that all this information 
is based on the use of natural language processing algorithms, it 
may be even more effective to seek synergies between different 
AI types of approaches and their application in a single model. 
Therefore, it is imperative to learn about the durability of the 
implementations made with the help of artificial intelligence in 
the clinical cases to understand whether or not those interventions 
are truly efficient. An increased focus on natural and natural 
language interfacing is likely to enable the incorporation of AI 
interfaces in clinical practices. In conclusion, further effort in 
these areas will help advance the progress of AI in becoming an 
everyday tool for the dental practitioner, which will then result 
in enhanced patient care and treatment outcomes.
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